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Our treasured customer Mrs. Virginia, we wish to bring to your attention that 

we have a variety of new, trendy jewelry products that we have appraised 

for you. It is a pleasure to take this golden opportunity to mention the name 

of the new products that known as Tiffany. The company remains renowned 

for producing quality ornaments since its establishment in the year 1837 as 

stationery and fancy goods departmental store. Dear esteemed customer the

company of tiffany products is the proud maker of the Vince Lombardi 

trophy, which is made yearly to be accorded to the NFL team that emerges 

victorious in the super bowl of the same year. 

The manufacturers of the tiffany products have continued and will always 

excel in changing with time and the Job market. On the list, of products that 

offer a breath taking view offered by the company include the 2010 World 

Series rings for the San Francisco giants. MLS a champion trophy of that was 

won by the Los Angeles Galaxy in the year 2011 is another outstanding 

commodity of the Tiffany Company. The exclusive art of Tiffany and 

company have driven us to bring the company’s products to our premises for

easy access by customers like you Mrs. Virginia. 

The tiffany & company products are developed out of a wealth of experience 

since the companynbsp; has practiced and will always remain loyal in the 

production of unrivaled jewelry. The honors accorded to tiffany include the 

commissioning of the company by the, 1968 United States first lady to 

design a white house china service. The white house China service featured 

ninety flowers. The Tiffany Company, dear customer has been against 

malpractices in the market. In the year 2004, The Company litigatedEbayfor 

allegations that it realized gains from the sale of Tiffany counterfeit products.
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It is much pleasure to us in revealing to you the partnerships that the 

company has entered in proving its result-oriented performance. 

Additionally, in championing customer needs and helping in technological 

advancement. The company in the year 2008 collaborated with soft bank a 

Japanese mobile phone operator to make a limited 10 model-only cell phone.

The 10 model-only phone contains over four hundred diamonds, making a 

total of twenty carats. The tiffany company has a variety of collections that 

are made to meet varying customer needs and convenience. 

Among the tiffany collections in our store are the Frank Gehry’s collections, 

Paloma Picasso’s collections like loving heart and sugar stacks. Other 

collections include Jean schlumbergera among other classy collections. 

Tiffany designs have appealed to the eyes of many famous and influential 

people in thee world. Among the people, we have the United States families 

such as the Astor’s, the Morgan’s, the Horton among others. The list also 

includes renowned athletes, Hollywood stars and even the European royalty 

attaches much value to these products. Mrs. 

Virginia it is noteworthy to inform you that, in our emporium there are 

unique and recent designs of Tiffany jewelry for you. To list a few, the Sale 

Tiffany set, the tenderness cross pendant necklaces set, the Tiffany 1837 

collection set TS 1021 and many more at tremendously discounted prices. 

Dear customer, the many privileges of getting Tiffany products cannot be 

underestimated, since we ensure availability of high quality jewelry and 

crystal. However, a number of items can cause financial hiccups; there are 

cheap items that form part of the magnificent New York City relics. We are 

most happy to enclose jewelry that we recently surveyed for you. We humbly
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feel that this additional service that we are delighted to extend to our 

esteemed customers will be helpful, should you feel like insuring your 

jewelry or need for identification should you have the deleterious luck of 

experiencing a loss. 

We believe that you will enjoy this additional service. We are also grateful for

the much confidence you have portrayed in visiting our store. 
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